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Socialism and Innovation

DAVID M. KOTZ*

1. Introduction

SEVERAL NEW MODELS OF A SOCIALIST ECONOMY have
been proposed during the past 15 years, which seek to combine
three principles: economic planning rather than market forces

guides economic activity, democracy characterizes political and eco-
nomic institutions, and wide participation in decision-making is fos-
tered. Such models of what can be called democratic planned par-
ticipatory socialism (DPPS) have been developed by Devine (1988),
Albert and Hahnel (1991), and Cockshott and Cottrell (1993).

This literature has emphasized the potential superiority of DPPS
over other systems at meeting human needs. However, the claim of
superiority for DPPS has been typically cast in a static framework. The
literature has largely overlooked the expected performance of a DPPS
system in the most important dynamic aspect of economic life: tech-
nical change and the process which brings it about Ð  innovation.1

The potential innovation performance of DPPS is important for
evaluating the viability of such a system. DPPS might live up to the
full expectations of its proponents in the way that it uses currently
available resources and technologies to meet human needs, but if it
proved technologically stagnant, it would not be likely to survive. One
reason is that a future DPPS system will have to compete for some
time with a rival capitalist system, which we know to promote rapid

* Research assistance was provided by Wu Jing.
1 A recent exception is Devine (forthcoming), which considers innovation in relation to

entrepreneurial activity in a DPPS system.
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innovation. 2 Even apart from a rivalry with capitalism, a significant
rate of technical progress will be essential to human welfare for some
time to come.

This paper analyses the expected innovation performance of a
DPPS system in comparison to other systems. Section 2 presents a
framework for analyzing the innovation process in general. Section
3 briefly comments on the innovation performance of contempo-
rary capitalism. Section 4 considers the innovation experience under
state socialism, specifically for the Soviet case. Section 5 takes
up directly the expected innovation performance of a system of
DPPS. Devine’s (1988) version will be used as the template for dis-
cussing innovation under DPPS, although the analysis should be ap-
plicable, to a greater or lesser extent, to other models of DPPS as
well.

2. The Innovation Process

In the literature on innovation,3 two types are usually distin-
guished, process innovation and product innovation. The innovation
process can be broken down into four stages: invention, development,
production, and diffusion (see Scherer, 1980, ch. 15). Invention here
means originating the idea for a new product or process and work-
ing it out in rudimentary form. Development involves turning the
rudimentary form into an economically viable product or process,
capable of being produced/introduced within the existing economic
system. Production is the step of actually first producing the new
product or introducing the new production process. Diffusion is the
spread of the new product to other producers or the new process to
other users.4

2 One can argue that the rate and direction of innovation under contemporary capitalism
are ªtoo revolutionary,º as a result of social deficiencies with the profit motivation for
innovative activity.

3 Neoclassical economics has little useful to say about innovation, with its static focus and
the assumption that technology is exogenously determined. The best work on innovation
has come from the margins of mainstream Western economics.

4 Basic scientific research, while not part of the innovation process proper, forms a crucial
basis for it. However, it is omitted from our analysis here. The institutional form and nature
of funding sources for basic science, which is primarily a non-commercial endeavor, have
been relatively similar in capitalism and state socialism and are not likely to differ greatly
in a prospective future DPPS system. The key debate is over the capacity of alternative
systems to effectively handle the innovation process proper.
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Invention, as defined above, is a very risky endeavor, since most
new ideas do not pan out. However, invention is not necessarily very
costly. Development, while also risky, is much less so than invention.
However, the difficulty of converting a rudimentary form into an
economically viable product or process makes this stage typically time-
consuming and costly. First production/introduction is less risky still,
and the cost varies considerably depending on the case. In the final
stage of innovation Ð  diffusion Ð  the only remaining risks are com-
mercial, not technical.

The above stages scheme is helpful for analyzing how hospitable
a particular institutional framework is to innovation. A system must
be favorable for all stages of the innovation process if it is to exhibit
good performance. To approach this analysis, we can ask three ques-
tions about a system:

1. Does the system provide strong incentives for innovation?
2. Does the system provide substantial means to carry out inno-

vation?
3. Does the system generate innovative effort that contributes ef-

fectively to the improvement of human welfare?
The above three questions can be applied to an analysis of inno-

vation under contemporary capitalism, under the now defunct sys-
tem of state socialism, and in a future system of DPPS.

3. Capitalist Innovation

Mainstream Western economics gives capitalism high marks for
innovation. The pursuit of profit is supposed to assure a strong incen-
tive to engage in the invention, development, and production stages
of innovation, while also inducing investors to provide potential inno-
vators with the necessary financial means. Free entry into markets com-
pels rapid diffusion of innovations. An optimal contribution to human
welfare is assured, given the assumption that profitability reflects the
ultimate value to society of any economic activity.

While capitalism does promote a certain kind of rapid techno-
logical change, the above account has serious flaws. The pursuit of
profit does not play such a big role at the important invention stage
of innovation. Studies show that a large majority of economically
important inventions come from university scientists, government
researchers, and independent inventors, for whom pecuniary con-
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siderations are not typically dominant.5 At the development stage,
the still-high risks, plus the sometimes substantial external (and hence
uncapturable) benefits from innovation, lead to (successful) demands
for government subsidization.6

The profit incentive for innovation is profoundly contradictory.
For the profit incentive to operate, innovators must be able to gain
monopoly control over the innovation and bar competitors, or else
the first innovator’s profit will be small and fleeting. However, the
legal and extra-legal means that capitalist innovators use to gain such
monopoly power (patents and predatory tactics) prevent the rapid
diffusion of new products and processes.

The greatest flaw in the capitalist innovation process has to do
with the third question, that of the contribution of innovative activ-
ity to human welfare. As capitalist innovators follow the guide of prof-
its, the following problems arise: 1) innovations are disproportionally
directed at upper income consumers;7 2) public goods are largely
ignored in the innovation process; 3) external benefits and costs of
innovation, which may loom very large, are not taken into account
in innovation decisions; 4) the monopoly power required to stimu-
late innovation leads to high monopoly prices for the resulting prod-
uct, limiting the use of the new innovation and hence reducing the
benefit from it;8 5) much innovation activity is pure waste, as firms
devote innovation resources toward the end of defeating rivals rather
than benefiting consumers.9

5 The classic study covered 70 economically important inventions since 1900 (Jewkes, et al.,
1969). It found that only 24 originated in industrial research laboratories, while over half
came from either independent inventors or academic scientists. Other studies have found
a similar pattern (Scherer, 1980, 416± 17).

6 In the USA in 1993, the federal government supplied 28% of total government and in-
dustry outlays for development. Government financed 38% of all R&D spending that year,
including scientific research (Scherer, 1999, 56, 81).

7 For example, U. S. pharmaceutical companies do virtually no research aimed at develop-
ing new drugs to cure diseases such as tuberculosis and malaria, which kill tens of mil-
lions of (low-income) people every year in the Third World. They find research on new
remedies for acne or toenail fungus, which can be sold to high-income consumers, much
more lucrative.

8 Pfizer’ s patented drug fluconazole, which cures cryptococcal meningitis, a deadly side-
effect of AIDS, sells for $18 a pill, placing it beyond the reach of AIDS sufferers in Africa.
A generic version produced in Thailand, outside the reach of Pfizer’s patent, costs 60 cents
a pill (New York Times, July 9, 2000, 8).

9 Examples are Microsoft’s decision to bundle its internet browser into the Windows oper-
ating system and the pharmaceutical companies’ pursuit of ªcongeners,º which are mi-
nor molecular variations of existing drugs that can be separately patented despite having
no advantage over the original drug.
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While capitalism does promote the development of the forces of
production, it does so in a manner that is severely flawed. Capitalism
can promote innovation only if the state and other non-capitalist
institutions play an active role in organizing and financing the inno-
vation process, particularly the invention stage. It can do so only with
significant monopoly power and barriers to entry that simultaneously
promote and hinder technical progress. And it produces a severely
distorted innovation process that, after a certain stage of develop-
ment, may subtract as much from human welfare as it contributes,
or even more.

4. Innovation under Soviet State Socialism

The Soviet system was, at best, a highly flawed and distorted ver-
sion of socialism. However, it was the first large-scale effort to build a
modern economy based on public ownership of productive property
and coordination of the economy by economic planning. For this
reason, the experience of the Soviet economy in the area of innova-
tion is relevant to our concerns here.

Spokespeople for the Soviet system claimed that, as a socialist
system, it would, and did, outperform capitalism in promoting tech-
nical progress. The key advantages cited were the absence of com-
mercial secrecy, the avoidance of the wasteful duplication of R&D
effort of capitalism, and the ability to directly incorporate tech-
nological advances into the central plan rather than having to rely
on the indirect incentive of profitability. However, the Soviet lead-
ership soon discovered that innovation was not as straightforward
a process as had been assumed. In the postwar decades the sys-
tem was frequently adjusted and reformed to improve innovation
performance.

The mature Soviet system had various institutional components
to its innovation system, including the incorporation of major planned
new technologies into the central plan by Gosplan each year. How-
ever, two institutions were most important in Soviet innovation per-
formance: 1) a system of R&D Institutes, which had innovation as their
sole mission; and 2) the individual enterprises, which typically had a
design department for new product development and, at larger en-
terprises, a research laboratory.
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The Soviet system did have significant strengths in innovation
performance.10 Soviet R&D Institutes were staffed with well-trained
and dedicated researchers and were reasonably well funded, and they
and the enterprises did produce many important innovations. The
success was best known in military and space technology, but it ex-
tended to some civilian industrial technologies.11 Output per labor
hour in the Soviet economy grew rapidly until 1975, much faster than
in the United States during that period (Kotz and Weir, 1997, 46).
However, Soviet innovation performance never lived up to expecta-
tions. Understanding the problems encountered in the Soviet inno-
vation process Ð  and the institutional sources of those problems Ð
is relevant to evaluating the potential innovation performance of a
DPPS system, including potential problems that it might encounter.

There was a serious incentive problem in the Soviet innovation
process. The incentive problem was not located at the R&D Institutes
but rather at the enterprises. Soviet enterprises were relatively good
at minor innovations. The incentive problem involved larger changes
in the production process and the development of new products that
differed substantially from what had been produced before. The
Soviet enterprise director faced a context of relatively low rewards
(in the director’s bonus) for successful innovations while the risks
attendant upon major innovations were quite high. This tended to
make Soviet enterprise directors conservative about innovation, with
reluctance to develop new products or processes or to introduce those
that emerged from the R&D Institutes.

The risk of innovation was not just the result of the inevitable
delays and unforeseen costs that arise when trying something new.
The key factor was the difficult supply relations in the Soviet plan-
ning system. Enterprises always worried about whether sufficient sup-
plies would be delivered on time to enable the enterprise to meet its
goals. This was a result of the policy of ªtaut planning,º aimed at
achieving the maximum possible output from available inputs. Inno-
vation necessitates unforeseen changes in required inputs, and the

10 This section draws on the pathbreaking research of Joseph Berliner on innovation in Soviet
industry (Berliner, 1976, 1981).

11 For example, the Soviet Union was at the world technological frontier by the 1970s in eye
surgery equipment, seamless rail laying machines, and certain metallurgical processes.
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taut planning system made it difficult to change the input mix in
mid-plan. The hierarchical relations of Soviet planning meant that
enterprises did not have close relations with their suppliers, which
compounded the problem. These conditions made innovation very
risky, with a likelihood of interruption of the enterprise’s regular
production, resulting in financial punishment for the director.

Another incentive problem was an absence of penalties for fail-
ure to introduce available new technologies. A laggard enterprise with
outmoded technology might find its costs rising above the industry
average, but the ministry tended to protect its enterprises and made
subsidies available.

There were also problems of the means available for innovation.
Innovations that involve radically new products typically entail either
the entry by an existing enterprise into a new line of production or
the creation of new enterprises. The Soviet planning system had rela-
tively rigid boundaries between industries, and entry into a different
line by an existing enterprise was discouraged, as poaching on the
territory of others.12 While new enterprises were created from time
to time, this was limited and usually faced opposition from existing
enterprises.

Individual inventors were greatly underutilized in the Soviet sys-
tem. Most enterprises had an official policy of making small-scale
facilities available to aspiring inventors. However, this program was
not very effective at drawing out creative individual inventors, per-
haps because the passivity bred into individuals by the repressive,
centralized, hierarchical Soviet system discouraged individual inven-
tive activity.

In the matter of the effectiveness of innovative activity at advanc-
ing human welfare, the Soviet system did avoid some of the problems
of capitalist innovation. There was no bias against innovation in public
goods. There was no problem of monopoly pricing of new products
and processes, with the attendant limitation of their use.

However, the Soviet system had significant weaknesses in the
effectiveness of innovative activity. We will cite three problems in this
area. First, while irrational profit criteria largely guide the allocation
of innovative effort in a capitalist system, in the Soviet system ªplan-

12 An exception applied to enterprises undertaking the production of their own inputs for
their own use.
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ners’ preferencesº guided this allocation. The top leadership favored
certain sectors, particularly the military, space exploration, and cer-
tain industrial sectors, while consumer goods occupied a lowly place
in their priorities.

Second, there was a problem stemming from the poor relations
between the two key institutions involved in innovation, the R&D
Institutes and the enterprises. The R&D Institutes had the best re-
searchers and facilities, and they produced a large volume of plans for
new products and processes. However, the enterprises, which had to
produce the new product or introduce the new process, complained
that plans arrived that were incomplete, unrealistic, or unworkable.
R&D Institutes complained that enterprises were uninterested in their
proposals. The result was that much innovative effort failed to bear
fruit. This seemed to be a result of the hierarchical character of the
system, in which relations among institutions at the same level of the
hierarchy were very poorly structured.13

Third, and perhaps most serious, innovation in the Soviet system
generated major external costs, particularly for workplace and envi-
ronmental health. The reason for this in the Soviet case was not the
pursuit of profit but the single-minded emphasis on growth in out-
put and the undemocratic and repressive character of the system,
which prevented the affected parties from defending their health
interests.

5. Innovation in a Democratic Planned
Participatory Socialist System

What kind of innovation performance would be expected under
a DPPS system, by comparison to that of capitalism and state social-
ism? Three features of DPPS, as laid out in Devine (1988), are rel-
evant to innovation performance. First, the main features of the over-
all economic plan would be determined by a democratic process
(Devine, 1988, 190).

Second, the planning and coordination of the economy would
take place, not through market forces or top-down central planning,

13 The problem of poor working relations among institutions participating in the innova-
tion process can be viewed as creating obstacles to effective use of what the Austrian school
calls ªtacit knowledge.º Such tacit, or non-explicit, knowledge plays an important role in
innovation (Devine, forthcoming).
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but through a process of ªnegotiated coordinationº (Devine, 1988,
ch. 8± 10). This means that resource allocation decisions would be
made by boards Ð  industry boards and local and regional negoti-
ated coordination bodies Ð  that have representation of all affected
constituencies, including workers, consumers, suppliers, the local
community, and even ªcauseº groups such as environmentalists, job
safety activists, feminists, etc. These bodies would arrive at decisions
through compromise among the interests represented on them. In
addition, the basic units of social production, or enterprises, are
considered social property and have governing boards that include
representatives of all groups affected by the activity of the enterprise,
including workers, consumers, suppliers, and the local community.

Third, each individual would be expected to spend part of her/
his work life in each of the main types of labor, which Devine defines
as planning and managing labor, creative labor, nurturing labor,
skilled labor, and unskilled/repetitive labor (Devine, 1988, 171). This
would eliminate the social division of labor, while preserving the tech-
nical division of labor with its efficiency advantages.

In the absence of competitive pursuit of profits, or a Politburo
demanding innovation, what would be the source of innovation under
DPPS? First, the democratic, participatory institutions of that system
would empower the population to demand innovations aimed at its
own benefit. Under such a system, people would stand to benefit from
innovation, in the three roles that people occupy Ð  consumer, worker,
and community member. Consumers can benefit from new, better,
and cheaper products. Workers can benefit from less arduous toil and
a more satisfying experience at work. Members of the community can
benefit from products and work processes that improve, rather than
harm, community life.

DPPS, like every economic system, can also tap a second poten-
tial source of innovation. That is the species trait of human beings of
having a propensity to look for ways to change and improve their
methods of doing things, entirely apart from any desire for more
goods or less labor. This drive, present in most people, although not
in equal measure in all, represents an important source of innova-
tive behavior at the stage of invention, if the economic system allows
it to operate freely.

How would a DPPS economy translate the potential benefits of
innovation into actual effective innovative activity? How would it
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encourage, within the economy, the expression of human beings’
natural tendency to create new things?

If the populace wants innovation, they would have to build into
the system significant incentives for those who are in a position to
carry it out. Enterprise managers, along with everyone else who par-
ticipates in any of the stages of innovation, should be eligible for
rewards for successful innovation. It is not sufficient to assume that
decision makers will automatically innovate; it must be communicated
to them, via a reward system, that society values innovation. Such
rewards would be needed regardless of the mix of material versus
moral incentives. Pay incentives need not be huge to elicit innova-
tive behavior, as long as they are large enough to bring a noticeable
consumption benefit to the innovator.

As the Soviet experience indicates, a planned economy can in-
crease the risk associated with innovation, deterring innovative ac-
tivity. However, DPPS should not suffer from the problems of uncer-
tain supplies and inflexibility that characterized Soviet planning. With
representatives on one another’s decision-making boards and with
opportunities to communicate on negotiated coordination bodies,
there should be reliable and flexible relations between suppliers and
customers. It would be necessary to eschew the Soviet policy of taut
planning and operate the economy with sufficient excess productive
capacity to accommodate the unforeseen changes in inputs that in-
novation requires.

Without the spur of competition to compel laggard enterprises
to adopt the best technology in the industry, could an enterprise
management, perhaps backed up by a workforce unenthusiastic about
change, simply refuse to make improvements? As was noted above,
an enterprise under DPPS is not the sole property of its workers but
is social property, upon which constituencies outside the enterprise
have a legitimate claim. Industry boards would have to keep track of
laggard enterprises, and consumer representatives on both industry
and enterprise boards would have to be powerful enough to exert
pressure to make appropriate changes, imposing financial penalties
where necessary.

In order for this system to work effectively, it would be desirable
to have more than one enterprise in each industry, except in cases of
natural monopoly (cf. Devine, 1988, 220, for a similar argument). The
purpose is not to impose a market form of competition in which the
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cheapest producer drives out the rest, a process that often yields so-
cially irrational outcomes. Rather, the purpose is to permit the gath-
ering of comparative information about enterprise performance,
from market exchange as well as other sources, so as to make in-
formed decisions about what changes enterprises should be asked to
make. It would not always turn out that the higher-cost producer is
the one asked to change; the lower-cost producer might be found to
have achieved low costs by anti-social practices rather than superior
technology.

Long ago Adam Smith complained that the detailed division of
labor tends to make workers stupid. The DPPS practice of assuring
everyone participation in the highest types of labor should have the
opposite effect. This practice, along with the widespread participa-
tion in decision making fostered by a DPPS society, should encour-
age the creative, innovative behavior that is natural to our species.
DPPS should create conditions for a substantial outpouring of cre-
ativity from the population, some of which would take the form of
innovation in the economic sphere.

In the matter of assuring adequate means for innovation, DPPS
would face a serious problem. The basic institutions of DPPS would
not necessarily provide sufficient opportunities for creative individuals
to work out new economically relevant ideas. More generally, there
would be a danger that the decision-making boards of DPPS would
tend to represent existing ways of doing things and offer resistance
to innovation.

The citizens of a DPPS society could solve this problem by estab-
lishing an Innovation Facilitation Board (IFB), dedicated to the pro-
motion of innovation throughout the economy.14 The IFB would be
given substantial financing from the central treasury. It would take
applications from enterprises, informal groups, or individuals that
wanted to work on inventing a new product or process or to engage in
the development stage of an innovation. It would be able to make grants
covering a long enough time period to provide a chance of success.

Determining the membership of the IFB represents a serious
problem for DPPS. If the IFB included representatives of all the con-
stituencies that are affected by innovation, this would be likely to

14 The IFB would not necessarily be a single body but would likely have a structure includ-
ing regional and local boards and possibly boards that specialized in particular kinds of
innovations.
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subvert its intended function. Major innovations typically have vic-
tims, and the potential costs may be more apparent than the poten-
tial benefits when the innovation is still at an early stage.15 A simple
application of the principle of wide representation might block the
development of new products and processes before their potential
benefits became apparent.

In order to be capable of carrying out its mandate, the IFB would
have to be constituted as an independent board, perhaps made up
of consumer representatives and experts of various kinds. Such a
departure from the usual practice would be consistent with the under-
lying principle of DPPS, as long as the final decision to implement
an innovation rested with a representative board. The IFB would fa-
cilitate and encourage the invention and development stages for new
products and processes. It seems justified to protect the early stages
of innovation from a final social decision, until it has been developed
to the point where a well-informed judgment can be made about
benefits and costs.

However, the decision to implement an innovation should have
to pass the test of the system’s core process of evaluation by, and
compromise among, all affected constituencies. This calls for a sec-
ond institution, an Innovation Approval Board (IAB). It would be
constituted in the usual way, with representation of all relevant in-
terests. Its role would be to determine whether a proposed new prod-
uct or process, which emerged from a grant from the IFB, should be
given the green light for production/introduction.

While contemporary capitalism does place some after-the-fact
restraints on socially harmful innovation, through state regulation
and individual or class-action lawsuits, DPPS would place social in-
terests at the heart of the innovation process. While the research and
development stages of a potentially harmful project could not be
readily blocked by opponents, the project could not be implemented,
and the costs actually imposed, without social approval. Furthermore,
those engaging in invention or development on an IFB grant would
know the criteria by which the implementation of the innovation
would eventually be judged by the IAB, which should have a positive
impact on the direction of invention and development.

15 Worker (or industrial) members might resist new ideas that seemed to threaten the prod-
uct or process to which they were currently connected. Regional representatives might object
to innovations that would appear to undermine the current economic base of their region.
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A remaining problem is the possible need to allow an existing
enterprise to enter a new line of production, or to permit the found-
ing of a new enterprise, in order to implement a major innovation.
This might encounter resistance from existing interests. To avoid this
problem, once the IAB has given its approval, the innovators should
have the right to request permission to start a new enterprise, or enlist
an existing enterprise to move outside its previous line of work, in
order to implement the innovation. A decision to grant such a re-
quest might require a joint meeting of the IFB and the IAB.

The social effectiveness of innovation under DPPS should be free
of each of the five problems of capitalist innovation cited above. In-
novation would not be directed disproportionately to satisfy the rich,
since there would be no rich class, nor would profits from sale guide
innovation. The balance between innovation in public and private
goods should reflect the citizenry’s priorities, since representative
bodies would allocate innovation resources between the two types of
goods, and the incentives for innovation should operate equally for
the two. External benefits and costs, including those affecting work-
ers and the environment, should be fully considered by the repre-
sentative boards that make decisions about the introduction of new
technologies and products. Such decisions would not face the pres-
sure to impose costs on third parties that results from competitive
profit-seeking. There would be no problem of monopoly pricing
restricting the application of innovations and no waste of innovative
effort due to oligopolistic competition.

The three problems that undermined the effectiveness of inno-
vation under state socialist planning should be absent from DPPS.
No Politburo officials would dictate priorities for innovation. Instead,
democratic decision making would determine the amount and allo-
cation of innovation. The waste-generating disconnection between
R&D Institutes and enterprises should not be present in DPPS, since
horizontal relations among institutions would be strong. If R&D In-
stitutes were designed as part of the innovation system of DPPS, then
cross-representation between them and the enterprises should per-
mit an effective interface between the two types of institutions. Finally,
the causes of the severe external costs of innovation under state so-
cialism Ð  a single-minded focus on growth of output and a lack of
democracy Ð  should not characterize DPPS.
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The conclusion is that the basic defining institutions of DPPS are
generally favorable for innovation, but these institutions alone would
not be sufficient to guarantee successful innovation performance. By
adding the set of additional institutions and policies mentioned above,
DPPS should display an innovation performance far superior at meet-
ing human needs to that of either capitalism or state socialism. Of
course, such a system would not guarantee that every innovation
would contribute to human welfare. It is not always possible to pre-
dict in advance what the eventual consequences of a new product or
process will be. However, such a system would be far superior to ear-
lier systems at making such decisions.

It is uncertain whether human society will always engage in rapid
innovation. If a future advanced DPPS some day achieves a com-
fortable living standard, satisfying work of limited duration, and the
economic supports necessary for a fulfilling community life for
all, then its citizens might decide that they prefer a stable, sustain-
able economic level without continuing change in economic life.
At that point, the human creative impulse might turn entirely to
non-economic pursuits. However, such a choice would not be likely
as long as pockets of poverty and material deprivation persist, nor
would it be feasible as long as DPPS is compelled to compete with
capitalism.
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COMMENT

David Kotz’s ªSocialism and Innovationº is a very useful contribution on an
important and difficult topic. Kotz runs a three-way comparison between
capitalism, Soviet socialism, and the hypothetical ªdemocratic planned par-
ticipatory socialismº (DPPS) that all the participants in the present exercise
are aiming for, in regard to technological innovation.

We agree very much with Kotz’s background premise, namely that con-
tinuing technological innovation is desirable (since we still need to raise the
standard of living of a substantial fraction of the earth’s population). We
also agree with his judgment that while capitalist economies (at least some
of them) have shown a rapid tempo of innovation, this point has to be
strongly qualified with the observation that innovation under capitalism is
geared towards the desires of the rich and systematically undervalues pub-
lic goods.

The exemplar of DPPS towards which Kotz directs his attention is Pat
Devine’ s model of negotiated coordination. We further agree with his
thought that this version (if not all versions) of DPPS have a prima facie prob-
lem with respect to innovation in that a ªconsensus seekingº approach to
economic decision making threatens to hold innovation hostage to conser-
vative forces. Innovation always has negative (at least uncomfortable) effects
on some parties; if those parties have veto power, nothing will ever be done.

We commend Kotz’s attempt to think through the sort of social mecha-
nisms that would be required to facilitate innovation in a democratic social-
ist context. The idea of some sort of Innovation Board, entrusted with social
resources to devote to the exploration and promotion of invention and in-
novation, is one that we explored (albeit briefly) in our 1993 book. So is
the idea that planners should avoid monopoly, and seek to sustain several
enterprises (at any rate, more than one) in any given line of production,
not for the sake of ªmarket competition,º but in order to have a sample size
of more than one on the basis of which to judge which techniques are most
effective. We combined these ideas, arguing that it would be best to have
more than one innovation board or council, so that a prospective innovator
(individual or team) would not necessarily be ªkilled offº by a negative judg-
ment from one such institution.

A couple of observations on the topic that we didn’t find in Kotz’s piece.
First, he points out (correctly, in our view) that the crucial link in the inno-
vation process is that between invention and innovation. It’ s all very well
coming up with bright ideas in research institutes (say), but if these are not
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translated into actual innovations in social production, the innovation pro-
cess as a whole is stalled. Yes, but it seems this link is not primarily depen-
dent upon the broad class character of the social formation, and may have
more to do with relatively specific institutional characteristics (and history).
Kotz suggests that the Soviet system was, in general, not very strong in this
respect. That’s true, compared to the USA. But it’ s also true (many com-
mentators have suggested) of the capitalist UK: we see the same sort of ªdis-
connectº between academic research and productive application. Perhaps
the Soviet problem in regard to innovation was really more of a Russian
problem.

Second, also with reference to the Soviet case, Kotz suggests that we
could expect better innovative performance from a participatory socialism
than from socialism of the Soviet variety, in that the latter was driven by
ªplanners’ preferencesº which devalued consumer goods, and also made a
practice of ªtaut planning,º so that supplies needed by innovative enterprises
(and not foreseen at an earlier stage of plan formation) were generally not
available. There’s clearly truth in this, but we need to ask whether the plan-
ners’ preferences and the taut plans were arbitrary impositions, or whether
they reflected real constraints Ð  which were not chosen by the Soviets and
which might be faced by any variant of socialism perceived as a threat to
normal capitalist business on a global scale. That is, to what extent was the
Soviet emphasis on innovation in the military sphere due to the preferences
of a Stalin or a Brezhnev, and to what extent to the exigencies faced by a
country on the receiving end of cold war threats and Star Wars? (This is
intended as an open question.)

One further thought on Kotz’s topic. We believe we can learn quite a
lot about innovation, from a socialist perspective, via study of the ªopen
source softwareº phenomenon of recent years. This certainly bears on the
question of incentives (raised by Kotz). Open source innovators get their
names in the code, and they get kudos, and a high degree of personal satis-
faction, but they don’t get the millions represented by Microsoft stock op-
tions. We’re not attempting to offer this as a knock-down case for the supe-
riority of communistic innovation; rather, we’re suggesting that the question
of the strengths and weaknesses of open source software vis-à -vis commer-
cial software would make an interesting and potentially informative case
study. (Some interesting work has been done on this already, albeit from a
neoclassical economic standpoint.)

Allin Cottrell
Paul Cockshott
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COMMENT

David Kotz points out correctly that proponents of recent models of demo-
cratic planned participatory socialism have concentrated more on allocative
than dynamic efficiency and innovation. In light of the ªsocialist calculation
debateº in which opponents of socialist planning claimed it was impossible
for public-enterprise planned economies to allocate scarce productive re-
sources efficiently, we think this is understandable. But Kotz is right that a
desirable alternative to capitalism must stimulate innovation since otherwise
it will be impossible to raise the living standards of the bottom four billion
people on earth to acceptable levels, and to render modern economies
environmentally sustainable. Retooling modern economies to prevent glo-
bal warming alone will require a great deal of technological progress.

We find the framework Kotz proposes quite useful. Process innova-
tion and product innovation both require invention, development, pro-
duction, and diffusion, and economic systems can be successful or not in
promoting each of these necessary stages. And surely we need to ask if an
economic system orients innovation toward human well being, provides
strong incentives for innovation, and provides necessary means to carry
out innovation. We also agree with Kotz that a sober analysis reveals that
mainstream economists award marks to capitalism for innovation higher
than it deserves. But while we agree with Kotz that innovation under So-
viet state socialism was not as dismal as is commonly presumed, and that
absence of commercial secrecy, avoidance of wasteful duplication of R&D,
and rapid spread through a central plan all afforded advantages over capi-
talism, we think Kotz under-appreciates the extent to which even the best
designed system of central planning discourages innovation because it
discourages economic self-management in general.

Kotz points out that Soviet enterprise directors received small rewards
for successful innovation but large penalties for unsuccessful attempts at
innovation. He points out how absence of horizontal supply relations among
enterprises increased the risk of chancing the kind of major changes in in-
puts required to implement innovations. And he points out how the prac-
tice of ªtautº planning aggravated these risks. But while all of these failings
are correctable in theory, since central planning and hierarchical manage-
ment do not provide workers and consumers decision-making input in pro-
portion to the degree they are affected, they inevitably breed passivity and
discourage innovative thinking and activity Ð  as Kotz admits. In our view
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the Achilles heel of central planning and hierarchical management is that
they rob people of control over their economic lives. For us, failure to cap-
ture people’s creative economic potentials is the main point, and absence
of innovation is simply a corollary.

We also agree with many of the reasons Kotz argues that democratic
planned participatory socialism (DPPS) can be more innovative than either
capitalism or central planning. However, we think bureaucratic inertia can
grow even in settings we consider democratic and participatory if individu-
als and groups do not have enough freedom to act as they wish when their
ideas are contrary to received wisdom. Because we agree with Kotz that ef-
fective rewards for innovation can be designed and easily adjusted if neces-
sary in DPPS, we believe bureaucratic interference is the greatest danger to
innovation in democratic planning. And since the Albert± Hahnel model of
a participatory economy is a more libertarian version of democratic plan-
ning than others, we believe it has important advantages in this regard,
advantages that Kotz fails to appreciate.

Kotz argues that ªDPPS should not suffer from the problems of uncer-
tain supplies and inflexibility that characterized Soviet planning. With rep-
resentatives on one another’s decision-making boards and with opportuni-
ties to communicate on negotiated coordination bodies, there would be
reliable and flexible relations between suppliers and customers.º Unfortu-
nately this may also restrict the freedom of workers’ councils to innovate.
Negotiated coordination arranges for all those affected by enterprise deci-
sions to have a say by putting them on the governing boards of the enter-
prises. The model of negotiated coordination also gives industry boards
considerable influence over enterprise choice. Even if industry boards and
external members on enterprise boards do not veto proposals outright, they
could present considerable bureaucratic inertia, making workers with un-
usual ideas jump through many hoops to convince external members on
their enterprise board, and then industry board members, that their pro-
posals have merit. In sum, in the model of negotiated coordination workers
must convince representatives of numerous groups who do not work at the
enterprise that an innovation is worthy before they can go ahead with it.
There is a reason for this. It is usually the case that numerous external groups
are affected by enterprise decisions, and economic self-management de-
mands that their interests should be represented. But this particular way of
representing those legitimate interests has the drawback of creating the
possibility of considerable bureaucratic inertia, which might discourage
innovation.

In a participatory economy workers’ councils propose and revise their
own work plans during the process of participatory planning. Outside in-
terests are not represented on the workers councils, and while industry fed-
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erations play an important role in certifying the competence and credibil-
ity of workers starting up new enterprises, once established workers coun-
cils do not have to convince their federation that a new product or process
is worthy. That means if a group of workers wants to change its process or
product they are free to do so Ð  provided only that the social benefits of
the new outputs they make exceed the social costs of the new inputs they
use. Rather than include representatives of affected parties on the boards
of enterprises, and rather than create industry boards that pass judgment
on the specifics of enterprise proposals, the interests of external parties are
represented by giving them the right to veto proposals if carrying them out
is estimated to cost society more than it benefits society. But this is deter-
mined through a simple comparison of the social costs of the inputs required
to the social benefits of the outputs that will result from the innovative pro-
posal using the opportunity cost prices generated by the participatory plan-
ning process. Our planning process is designed to incorporate effects that
are external to the formation of market prices into prices that include ef-
fects on parties other than those who produce and consume a good. In other
words, participatory planning is designed to yield accurate estimates of so-
cial costs and benefits that allow external parties to determine if their inter-
ests are being affected adversely by an enterprise through a simple calcula-
tion without studying and debating the proposal itself. Moreover, proposals
from workers’  councils about what they want to produce and how they want
to produce it are judged in the same way whether or not they include sub-
stantial changes, or innovations.

Rather than resort to an Innovation Facilitation Board that is somehow
immunized from interference from groups that might be adversely affected
by an innovation, and an Innovation Approval Board ªconstituted in the
usual way, with representation of all relevant interests,º as Kotz proposes,
we propose that large R&D units be attached to workers and consumers
federations in addition to the smaller R&D operations in individual work-
ers’  and consumers’ councils. We still think ours is a better approach since
it places product innovation where it belongs Ð  primarily in the hands of
consumers Ð  and leaves process innovation where it belongs Ð  primarily
in the hands of workers. It also provides clear direction to all R&D units Ð
they work on projects their federation is interested in. And it leaves to the
planning process the problem of deciding whether or not the innovations
any group proposes are in the social interest Ð  since that is what the plan-
ning process is presumably designed to accomplish as best we know how.

Robin Hahnel
Michael Albert
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REPLY

Allin Cottrell and Paul Cockshott are concerned, and rightly so, that insti-
tutions devised to encourage innovation in a democratic planned partici-
patory socialist (DPPS) system might end up blocking some promising new
ideas. I agree with their suggestion that prospective innovators should have
access to more than one grant-giving ªInnovation Facilitation Board.º In
an actually existing DPPS system, any particular decision-making board
is likely to have its own particular biases. Providing multiple granting
agencies could avert the danger of ªmonopolismº that afflicted Soviet state
socialism.

Cottrell and Cockshott suggest that the conservatism of the Soviet sys-
tem with regard to innovation may have been at least partly a Russian phe-
nomenon rather than an inevitable feature of state socialism. It is always
difficult to disentangle specific cultural/historical factors from broad sys-
temic ones. However, the underlying causes of technological conservatism
in the Soviet system appear to be not cultural but institutional Ð  that is,
the practice of taut planning and the poor horizontal relations among in-
stitutions that characterized the hierarchical state socialist system.

Cottrell and Cockshott also suggest that the Soviet problems of taut
planning and heavy emphasis on military production may have been imposed
on the Soviet system by the threat from the capitalist West. While there is
some truth in this observation, in the end these distortions did not serve to
defend the Soviet system but rather contributed to undermining it. While
military defense was necessary, the outcome of the rivalry was not a matter
of which side was militarily stronger but which could produce a stronger and
more appealing society Ð  a point which Mikhail Gorbachev understood
when he sought, unsuccessfully, to correct such distortions.

Robin Hahnel and Michael Albert suggest that I underestimate the defi-
ciency of central planning with respect to innovation, arguing that central
planning must discourage innovation because it discourages self-management.
In my view, self-management is just one factor influencing innovation out-
comes. Both state socialism and capitalism discourage self-management, yet
both have produced significant innovative activity. Innovation in both systems
is distorted in various ways, as I noted in my contribution to this issue. How-
ever, any system that provides substantial incentives and resources for inno-
vative activity can generate quite a bit of it, although how much such innova-
tion contributes to human welfare is another matter.
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Hahnel and Albert raise a major objection that is really about the nego-
tiated coordination model, rather than about my analysis of innovation. That
is the claim that lodging the power to make economic decisions in boards
representing various interests affected by the decision will deny ªfreedom to
act as they wishº on the part of individuals and groups in the economy. They
uphold the libertarian model of a ªparticipatory economy,º developed by them
in earlier work, as better fitted to encourage innovative behavior. They are
concerned that the decision-making boards of Devine’s negotiated coordina-
tion model would generate bureaucratic resistance to new ideas.

I agree that there is a danger of resistance to new ways of doing things
in a DPPS system. Major innovations typically harm some parties. A demo-
cratic economic system would empower those who would be harmed to
resist a threatening innovation. While my contribution suggested institu-
tional mechanisms for sidestepping resistance to the exploration of new
ideas, the risk remains that, in the end, some proposed innovations would
be rejected due to the influence of constituencies that expect to be harmed
by the innovation.

However, I am unpersuaded by their alternative way of handling inno-
vation. They state that, rather than requiring that representative boards give
the final go-ahead to proposed innovations, the decision should be made
based on the following simple criterion: does the social benefit of the out-
puts from the innovation exceed the social cost of the inputs to be used?
This procedure, it is claimed, would safeguard creative work groups from
interference by outside boards.

In my view there is no way to estimate the ªsocial benefitº of a major
new innovation or the ªsocial costº of the inputs used in the sense that
Hahnel and Albert suggest. The social benefit and cost would both have to
be resolved down to a scalar number (dollars, labor hours, etc.) in order to
make this comparison in the manner suggested. Yet the social benefits and
costs of a major innovation fall on different people, and there is no way to
fully or accurately represent such benefits or costs by a scalar number to
which all would agree. Such social benefits and costs are inherently qualita-
tive, multi-dimensional entities.

The only reasonable procedure for weighing the complex and uncer-
tain benefits and costs of a major innovation is to have a discussion among
representatives of the potentially affected parties, with due input from spe-
cialists. This discussion must seek to arrive at a common conclusion about
whether the benefits justify incurring the costs. It should also consider ways
to minimize the costs by adjusting the manner of introducing the innova-
tion, as well as how to compensate those who would have to bear the costs.

David M. Kotz
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